Behavioral/neurophysiological investigation of effects of combining a quinolinic acid entopeduncular lesion with a fetal mesencephalic tissue transplant in striatum of the 6-OHDA hemilesioned rat.
Behavioral and electrophysiological methods were used to investigate the effects of combining a unilateral quinolinic acid lesion of the entopeduncular nucleus (QA/EP) with a striatal transplant of fetal ventral mesencephalic tissue in the 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) hemilesioned rat model for Parkinson's disease. The subjects were 6-OHDA-lesioned rats selected because their response to amphetamine treatment was a strongly biased rotation toward the side of the 6-OHDA lesion in the substantia nigra, at the expense of other evoked behaviors associated with amphetamine. Two experiments were performed. In the first, the motor effects of the QA/EP lesion alone and of the combination of QA/EP lesion with striatal transplant were determined by measuring six aspects of the motor response. In the second the electrophysiological effects of the two interventions on the responses of neurons in the subthalamic nucleus to amphetamine and apomorphine were determined in the 6-OHDA-lesioned rats. The results of the first experiment show that the QA/EP lesion by itself produced an attenuation of the rotation response and, simultaneously, an increase of oral stereotypy. They also show that the combination of QA/EP lesion with striatal transplant was more effective than the single intervention, inducing more attenuation of rotation and more oral stereotypy. The results of the second experiment show that the responses of subthalamic neurons to amphetamine in the behaving hemiparkinsonian rat with combined QA/EP lesion and transplant were larger than the responses in the hemiparkinsonian rat with the QA/EP lesion alone. However, even these larger responses in the rats with combined intervention were not as large as those recorded at the same time in the subthalamus in the opposite, intact, hemisphere. The results of the two experiments, both of which show enhanced motor and neuronal sensitivity to amphetamine after the combined intervention, suggest that such a multiple approach might prove more beneficial than a one-site intervention targeting either the EP or the striatum.